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Abstract. In this paper, we show how a second-order accurate two^tep method used in the

numerical computation of hydrodynamic flows may be derived directly from the integral

conservation laws. A necessary and sufficient condition for stability for the linearized

equations is derived for the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate case.

I. Introduction. In 1960 Lax and Wendroff [2] presented a second-order accurate

scheme for the numerical computation of hydrodynamic flows (neglecting various

stresses and heat conduction). An important feature of the method was that the

differential equations were written as a first-order system in conservation form. The

difference scheme was derived by expanding the solution in a Taylor series in the

time variable up to terms of second order. The method involved the computation

of matrices, the determinants of which were the Jacobians of certain transforma-

tions.

Richtmyer [3] presented a two-step method, for problems in two-space dimen-

sions, explicit like the Lax-Wendroff, but which required no matrix calculations and

had the same order of accuracy. A third explicit two-step method, avoiding matrix

calculations, was used by Rubin and Burstein [4] and in the latter paper all three

schemes were compared. In Section II of this paper, we shall show how the two-

step Lax-Wendroff method as given by Richtmyer can be generalized to three-

space dimensions and time. The result follows, with suitable approximations,

directly from the integral conservation laws. The motivation for this approach is

twofold :

(1) The conservation laws are, in fact, integral in nature.**

(2) Alternative quadrature methods immediately suggest themselves. In par-

ticular, we have used the midpoint and rectangular rules for numerical integration.

This approach, however, may be used to derive approximations of higher order

than two. It is to be noted that the analysis given here depends on the differentia-

bility of the functions. The applications of interest, however, are to discontinuous

flows. The justification for the use of this approximation is given in [2] where it is

proved that if a solution to the finite-difference equations exists, then the Lax-

Wendroff scheme converges to a weak solution of the conservation laws. In [1],

Anderson, Preiser, and Rubin showed how the hydrodynamic equations could be

written in conservation form for arbitrary orthogonal curvilinear coordinate sys-
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terns. The derivation of Section II is then immediately applicable to any such co-

ordinate system. The application of the midpoint rule to one- and two-space di-

mensions for Lagrangian coordinates appeared in a report by Taub [6].

In Section III we derive a necessary condition for stability for the linearized

equations in three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. A theorem of Kreiss [8]

proves sufficiency and the Lax-Richtmyer theorem guarantees convergence, for

this linear case.

II. Conservation Laws, Difference Schemes and Stability. The hydrodynamic

conservation equations, in three dimensions, for perfect fluids in the absence of

external and dissipative forces may be written in the following way :

(2.1a) /    \ 4f + div ipu) \dv = 0,
»(« dl

(2.ib) /   \^p- h
«to

(2.1c) /'»CO

Dl

p, u, E, and p are the density, velocity vector, total energy per unit volume and

pressure respectively. I is the identity tensor, mm is a dyadic product*** and v(t) is

the time dependent material volume. We assume that p may be eliminated by

means of an independent equation of state relating p and the other variables. The

above system of five equations in Cartesian coordinates may be written as follows :f

(2.2) /     ¡w,t + Máo - 0

w is a 5 component vector function of x and t, (p, pM1, pM2, pM3, E) and/ is a nonlinear

function of w. For continuous integrands, the integral equations are equivalent to

the following differential equations

(2.3) w,t+fjXr = 0.

Across a surface of discontinuity, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, which are em-

bedded in the integral formulation, must be appended to the differential equations.

Lax and Wendroff consider the system of equations (2.3). They assume that

w(x, t) is an exact smooth solution of that system and expanded it in a Taylor series

up to terms of second order. In one dimension

w(c, t + At) = w(x, t) + Atw,t + \ (Aí)Víí + OÍA3) .

Using (3) they express the time-derivatives as space derivatives:

w,t =  -f,x

W.tt =   —f.xt =   — f,tx=   iAf¡x).x ■

*** If m is a column vector with components (m1, m2, w3), then uu represents the matrix product

uuT where uT is the transpose of u.

t The Latin indices take on the values 1, 2, 3. The Einstein summation convention and the

comma notation for differentiation are employed, thus, fxr = dP/dx1 + df2/dx2 + df'/dxz.
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A is the matrix whose determinant is the Jacobian of / with respect to w. Hence:

w(x, t + At) = wix, t) - Atf,x + \ iAtfiAfY.x + OiAt3) .

The finite-difference analogue of this equation is found by approximating fiX and

iAf.x).x.

In [3] Richtmyer presented his two-step version of the Lax-Wendroff scheme

for one- and two-space dimensions. In one dimension it may be written

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

wit + At, x) = | (wit, x + Ax) + wit, x — Ax))

- 2^ [fiwit, x+Ax))- fiwit, x - Ax))]

wit + 2At, x) = wit, x) - ~ [f(wit + At, x + Ax))]

- f(wit + At,x- Ax))] .

The bars signify intermediate values. These intermediate values are calculated

using Eq. (2.4a) which is a first-order difference approximation. Equation (2.4b) is

second-order accurate.

Consider now the following three integrals which express the hydrodynamic

conservation laws in an arbitrary orthogonal coordinate system.

(2.5a) f     { Hg)ll2p),t + iigfu*),Jthfdx'dx* = 0 ,
'»CO

(2.5c) /     { Hg)1,2E),t + üg)lßu[E + p]),r}dxldx2dx3 = 0 .
'»CO

In these equations g is the determinant of grs, the flat metric of Newtonian space

with the coordinates (re1, x2, x3). The covector £r = gr£s satisfies Eq. (2.6) which is

known as Killing's equation [7]

(2.6) Ér;. + £.:r = 0.

The semicolon in (2.6) denotes covariant differentiation and 8 is the Kronecker

delta. ur and m* are the physical velocities and not the tensor components; the dxi,

however, are the tensor components of the volume element. In [1], explicit examples

for cylindrical and spherical coordinates are given.

We write down the analogues of Eqs. (2.4a) and (2.4b) for the 5-component

vector w. Hg)ll2p, ig)l/2pur£r, ig)1/2E) appearing in the integrands of Eqs. (2.5a, b, c)

and the corresponding function f(w)

(2.7a) wit + At, x) = (7 + Qx)w(t, x) - AtS(t, x) ,

where

x> = -Ti >       Sit,x)=j: Dojfiw it, x) ) ,
Ax

Qi = * E iAx¡)2D+jD_j.
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Here x represents the three-dimensional point ixl, x2, x3), the difference operators

are defined by

2AxDojvix) = v(v + Axej) — v(x — Axe,) ,

AxD+jvix) = v(c + Axej) — v(x) ,

AxD-.jv(c) = v(x) — v(r — Axef) ,

where e¡ is the unit vector in the xj direction.

(2.7b) w(t + 2At, x) = wit, x) - 2AtSit + At, x) .

Equation (2.7b) may be derived by applying the midpoint quadrature rule to

the time integral of the integral conservation laws (2.5a, b, c). Assuming the validity

of the interchange of the order of integration one of the integrals may be evaluated

exactly. For sufficiently smooth integrands application of the midpoint rule to the

remaining integrals gives (2.7b).

The manner in which the first term on the right-hand side of (2.7a) is evaluated

allows for some arbitrariness. A direct application of the rectangular rule to the

time integral of (2.5a, b, c) after evaluating one of the integrals leads to (2.7a) with

Qx = 0 which is unconditionally unstable. Our choice is guided by stability require-

ments. Equation (2.7a) as written is conditionally stable.

III. A Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Stability in Cartesian Coordinates.

For the stability discussion of the three-dimensional Cartesian case we linearize the

equations, i.e., we write

(3.1) fj,xk  =  A(Wl,xk

where A ¡ = (cf///dw¡) are the matrices whose determinants are the Jacobians of the

transformation and are regarded as locally constant.

To calculate the amplification matrix we try a solution of the form

wit, x, y, z) = w0' exp [iaxAx1 + ia2Ax2 + iazAx\

and substitute into Eq. (2.7b) using Eqs. (2.7a) and (3.1). We shall consider the

case where all the X,-'s are equal. The amplification matrix, G, is then given by the

following expression:

(7=7

(3.2)

Here

¿[cos £i + cos £2 + cos £3] 0 T~ iAi sin £1 + A2 sin £¡¡ + A% sin £3)

- 2| — (A, sin & + A2 sin £2 + Az sin £3)J   .

£1 = atAx , £2 = a2Ax , £3 = a3Ax  .

The amplification matrix may also be derived in the following way which will

be useful for the sufficiency part of the stability proof.tf To linearize (2.7a, b) we

replace S(t) by Q = ^AjD0j. Combining (2.7a) and (2.7b) leads to

ft We are grateful to the reviewer for pointing this out to us.
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(3.3) wit + 2At, x) = [7 - 2AtQiI + Qi) + 2(Ai) Q2]tu(i, x)

Noting that the Fourier transforms of Q and Qi are

■^ A j sin £y
<2

AxJ

2 £ • 1
Qi = - y JZ sin2 2 = - ^ + y Z) cos Si

we get (3.2) directly, for the case where the Axj are all equal.

Rather than calculate the eigenvalues of G we shall consider the eigenvalues of

another matrix G' obtained by writing the equations in terms of density, velocity

and pressure. This leads to new matrices Ax', A2, and AY They are related to

Ax, A2, and A3 by a similarity transformation so that the stability discussion is

unaffected by this transformation. In matrix form, for Cartesian coordinates,

dw + A,djY + A,d^JrA,d_yY = Q

w  =

dt

p

u

V

w

LEA

dx du dz

Ax' = Ax'iw') =

v    0   p

0    y    0

A2' = Ai'iw') =

u    p

0    u

0    0

0    0

.0    pc

0    0

0    0

0 0

0 0

M 0

0 M

o o

0   0   v o

A»' = A3'iw') =

0 0 0

LO 0 Pc

w 0 0

0 w 0    0

0 0 w   0

0    0    0 »'

.0    0    0    pY

o

o

o

J_
p
a:

Let

(3.4) M = Ai' sin £i + A2 sin £2 + Ai sin £3 .

Consider a line with direction numbers sin £i, sin £2, and sin £3. Then

_sin £i_ _sin £2
cos r =

cos t =

(sin £1 + sin £2 + sin £3)

_sin £3_ .

/'2i- I ■ 2    y , ■ 2    ,.     \l/2     >
(sin £1 + sin £2 + sin £3)

cos s =
(sin  £1 + sin £2 + sin  £3)

1/2
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cos r, cos s, and cos t are therefore the direction cosines of this line. From (3.4)

cos t 0

1

M = (sin2 £i + sin2 £2 + sin2 £3)
2 ¡.  -.1/2

u'   cos r cos s

0     m' 0 0

m' 00     0

u'

■ cos r

— cos s
p

1
— COS t0     0 0
P

_0     pc cos r   pc cos s   pe eos ¿   m'

where u' = u cos r + v cos s + w cos í is the component of the velocity V in the

above direction.

The eigenvalues of M are

itt'

(sin2 £i + sin2 £2 4- sin2 £s)1/2i u

+ c

— c

Let m = ( At/ Ax) K, where K is an eigenvalue of M. The eigenvalues of G are

o
g = a. — i — m(cos £i + cos £2 + cos ç3) — 2p2,

¡g\2 = (1 - 2M2)2 + y /(cos £1 + cos £2 + cos £3)2

g (1 - 2p2)2 + ±? M2(cos2 £1 4- cos2 £2 + cos2 £3)

= 1 — — /[(sin2 £1 + sin2 £2 + sin2 £3) — 3p2]

= 1-Ö" M2[sin2 £! + sin2 £2 + sin2 £3 -<■£)■

+ cj

-CJ-

The largest values of the quantities in the curly bracket is |V| + c. Hence |<7[2

g 1 if iAt/Ax) (|V| + c) < 1/V3.
For Cartesian coordinates the stability condition is iAt/Ax) i\v\ + c) < 1/Yn

where n = 1, 2, 3 is the dimension of the space.
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To prove sufficiency, we use a theorem of Kreiss [8].fît Consider the following

hyperbolic system of equations with constant coefficients w,t = Pid/dx) w and the

difference approximation to it

(3.5) vit + At, x) = [I + QiAxD)]vit, x) .

QiAx, D) is a polynomial in AxDoj, AxD+j and AxD-j with constant matrix co-

efficients.

The difference approximation (3.5) is called dissipative of order 2r, r a non-

negative integer, if there exists a constant 8 < 0 such that for all £ with \£\ = it

|3C,(0| Ú 1 - 5|£|2r

where 3Cy = 3C,- (7 + 0) is an eigenvalue of I + Q and I + Q is the Fourier trans-

form oí I Ar Q iAxD). £ = uAx, where o> is the dual variable.

Theorem 5 of Kreiss states: Let the difference approximation (3.5) be dissipative

of order 2r and assume that for |£| — x, I + Q can be written in the form

(3.6) /+Q = / + 2i:ir(AP(£)r + Q2r(£), l&rl =0(|£|2r).
v=\    VI

Then it is stable.

We now observe that (3.3) may be written

wit + 2At, x) = [I - 2AtQiI + Qx) + 2(A<)2((Q(7 + Qi))2 - Q2)]w(t, x)

with

Q2r = 2iAt)2i2Q2Qx+ Q2Qx2) .

Since

IQ2r| = constant |£|

we have satisfied the conditions of Theorem 5 which proves that the linearized

approximation is stable.
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